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A poorly designed game. I only got though the tutorial and the first two missions before giving up on it. It seems like they put
more effort into glowy effects than anything else. This means that the game is also likely to lag if your armies get big. The path-
finding is bad and units are completely stupid so one has to tell them all precisely what to do. Unit selection can be tedious. The
interface is generally inefficient and unpolished. Some units cannot shoot air units at all, which is just annoying really. There is
only one resource in the game. The tech tree is extremely simplistic and pointless. Environment designs contain repetitive
terrain and non-obvious impassible objects. The darkness element adds nothing to gameplay, it is just regular rts fog of war. The
story element is simply crap. It seems this game has nothing to offer that others do not do much better.. Is there such a thing as a
mellow RTS? Well there is now. * The music is great and also quite relaxing. * I love the dark and glowy art style. * I normally
like lots of pew pew and splosions in an RTS- in this game they have been dialed down a bit - which is also relaxing * The
controls are fairly simple * The terrain is only visible where you have lit it up with units/buildings, but what you can see is quite
attractive. * While there are a few Oh Sh*t moments, quite often the battles are fairly chill as well * The hardest part is when
you play for the first time as a different race there are different unit types to learn as well as a different play style. This is not a
frantic apm rts. This is a really nice atmospheric rts to relax with after a hard day. Note i have only played for a few hours / a
couple of races, so maybe it gets busier later on. Its a shame that the steam rating system is so lacking in nuance. Many of the
complaints about this game are the very things that make it stand apart. Startcraft exists, Planetary Annihilation exists, but until
now i dont think there were many RTSs like this one.. quot;Nightside" is an RTS that features/will feature three races, a single
resource, a campaign, online multiplayer (2-4 players), and AI skirmishes (currently 1 vs 1). I am rather disappointed in the way
RTS's seem to be heading as of late with regards to large skirmish battles (or lack thereof).back in my day we had some really
great eight player skirmish battles in "Warcraft II". Had this game been priced the same as "Grey Goo", I'd probably give it a
"no-recommend". Luckily, the Early Access price is only ten bucks, which isn't bad when you compare it and its features to the
aforementioned game that goes for fifty. I'm not sure how I feel about "the night" replacing your typical fog-of-war.I kind of
miss the shroud and being able to see territories that I've already discovered. As it stands, this game is fairly enjoyable though I
wouldn't mind seeing some larger maps and more AI opponents on the field at once.. This game would have been great - if it
was released 15 years ago. As it stands, its a mundane rts with annoyingly dark areas (hence the name) no voiceovers (not even
interface feedback), and poor story. As rts go, this was surpassed long ago.. Great game with very nice graphic and climate. 3
races to choose, each one different. Many maps, units, buildings. Nice Single Player Story. One of the best recent Indie games..
Ehhh. It's a nice enough looking game, but it lacks a good feel to it. Most units are fairly similar, varying only in terms of health,
and whether or not they can attack air/ground units. The economy needs to be modified, I think, so that there's at least some sort
of throttle that might lead to a sense that the early game differs significantly from the late game. There's probably room for
improvement along these lines, but I'm just not captivated enough to wait for it to change, or to come back if it does.. Very
promising! While there is still a bit of work to do and a few features to be implemented, NightSide is clearly an indie title with
AAA ambitions, and one with the drive to follow through on them. 10/10 for effort. P.S.
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